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Abstract

In this report, we present the outcomes of exercising
a design trajectory in respect of the modelling of an
educational information infrastructure. The
infrastructure aims to support the organisation of
teaching and learning activities, independently of any
particular didactic policy. The design trajectory
focuses on capturing invariant structures of relations
between entities in educational organisation into
Enterprise object models that underlie the design of
the intended educational infrastructure.

An early-developed prototype of the infrastructure
has emphasised the need for an Educational Model
Space to determine the modelling and problem
domain context apriori to modelling. In this space,
educational requirements have been elaborated
towards the Open Distributed Processing (ODP)
Enterprise Viewpoint object models expressed in
terms of the Unified Modelling Language (UML).
Recursive structures have been used to capture the
dynamic needs of education. Furthermore, these
structures are uniform for the planning, performance
and evaluation activities of education.

The Enterprise models developed can be used to
derive the Information Viewpoint models and to
further optimise the prototype of the infrastructure. In
this work, we have managed to fruitfully combine
educational and computer science modelling inputs
by using ODP and UML as a bridge for this
interdisciplinary collaboration.

1. Introduction

Continuous advances in information and
communication technology (ICT) boost the intensive
and rapid changes in today’s service-oriented society.
To cope with such changes, people and organisations
must continuously and almost instantaneously learn
new and appropriate knowledge and skills. Such ‘life-
time’, ‘on-demand’, and ‘just-in-time’ learning
intensifies the challenge for tele-education, i.e.
education that occurs at any time and any place. ICT
offers appropriate support for tele-education by its
capability to provide dedicated and adaptable
environments for remote teaching and learning.
However, practice proves that accomplishing
organisational environments is a sine qua none for
tele-education.

A challenge is to develop a distributed educational
information infrastructure that aims to support the
organisation of teaching and learning activities in this
service-oriented era and which is sufficiently flexible
to address a diversity of educational approaches and
didactic policies. This report describes the outcomes
of an exercise in the modelling of such infrastructure
using an approach of separations of problem domain
and modelling concerns in the line of ODP Enterprise
Viewpoints [11] along together with early feedback
from developed infrastructure prototypes. This report
emphasises on object models of the infrastructure,
dynamic data flow descriptions will not be part of this
report.
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Educational literature confirms that effective courses
represent a class of complex design problems [1,2,3].
Based on educational objectives, appropriate teaching
and learning activities, suitable learning materials and
instructional media must be selected. Teachers and
learners may be required to work plenary, in smaller
groups, or even individually interchangeably within
constraining time frames. In addition, proper
evaluation procedures must be selected to assess the
progress and (intermediate) results of a course. In
case of tele-education, the complexity of instructional
design is even increased since remote communication
and information processing capabilities, human
factors in distributed systems, as well as distributed
course organisation and logistics have to be
additionally accounted for.

Research indicates that educational participants who
work remotely still need to experience each other’s
presence to maintain or even optimise their
performance. Such ‘tele-presence’ awareness can be
supported by a mix of synchronous as well as a-
synchronous communication capabilities, for example
e-mail, computer and multimedia conferencing, and
other audio-visual desktop facilities. Since teachers
and learners usually work in groups of different size
interchangeably, course design should effectively
account for tele-presence by offering both
synchronous and a-synchronous communication
capabilities, especially in compliance with grouping
patterns in tele-education. Besides these
communication tools, tele-education should be
supported by logistic means to enable establishment
of the dynamic group communication provisions
within the educational setting.

Appropriate and up-to-date information is crucial for
remote collaboration between educational
participants. This information not only concerns rich
multi-medial learning materials coming from
centralised databases or World-Wide-Web sites all
over the world [4,5,6]. It also involves information
concerning group and time schedules, and teacher or
fellow learner evaluation comments on activities or
deliverables. This richness, abundance, and variety of
information adds a new dimension to education but
causes tele-education courses to be carefully designed
in respect to its information.

While tele-education is in progress, it is apt to
changes to ensure that instructional objectives are
indeed accomplished [7,8]. The capability of making
adjustments depends on didactic policies adopted for
teachers and learners. Learners, for example, may be
assigned different levels of learner control in respect
to course adaptations [9]. Tele-education thus appears
to be a very dynamic phenomenon and should

therefore designed to enable participants to
dynamically plan, perform and evaluate courses in
compliance with typical course management policies
[10].

One may conclude that tele-education courses form a
complex and multi-faceted educational landscape and
that the need for conceptual and practical ordering of
such a landscape becomes easily visible. In this
report, we investigate the organisation of teaching and
learning activities, the organisation of communication
between the participants, and the organisation of
information involved in the teaching and learning
process as the basic building blocks for such ordering.
In our view, an environment that supports such
organisation in a flexible, i.e. adaptable, manner
could improve the quality of tele-education courses
and assist teachers in organising their courses. We
will derive Enterprise models of such environment,
which we refer to as an educational infrastructure or
infrastructure for short.

In our opinion, the design of the infrastructure should
be based on a multi-disciplinary collaboration
involving, amongst others, the expertise available in
the disciplines of educational and computer science.
We also believe that Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) [11], especially the Enterprise and Information
Viewpoints, provides a suitable framework for
collaboration between the two disciplines. The
Unified Modelling Language (UML) [12] is used to
expressively communicate the models between the
two disciplines. In this collaboration, an early-
developed prototype of the infrastructure has been
used to provide modelling feedback towards the two
disciplines. This feedback may then be used to
develop a second version prototype.

The sequel of this paper is structured as follows. The
next section describes the prototype mentioned
previously. The section thereafter discusses a space
used to identify the educational modelling context.
Section 4 introduces the UML concepts used in this
paper. The development of the Enterprise models for
the infrastructure is explained in Section 5. Section 6
describes the assignments that link the entities of the
model. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion of
the work.

2. An early-developed prototype

In educational research, early feedback is a typical
vehicle to evaluate or to improve educational models.
Besides for the validation of the modelling results a
prototype of the infrastructure has been used as a first
step to capture and represent structures of relations
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between education entities. In this section, we briefly
introduce the underlying model of the prototype,
describe the global architecture of it and report initial
small-scale experiences of users who have been
working with the prototype.

2.1. The underlying model

Two different models usually describe education: a
didactic model and a so-called plan-do-check model.
A didactic model is a structural model that organises
the major variables in course design, e.g. educational
objectives, educational activities, learning resources,
media and tools, time schedules, grouping schemes,
and evaluation activities [1,3]. The plan-do-check
model is an educational process model that organises
three classes of activities that are not necessarily
consecutive, i.e. course planning, course performance
and course evaluation, see for instance [10] for more
details of this model.

Course planning involves educational actors
specifying the contents for the design variables in the
didactic model, resulting in concrete course plans.
Course performance implies educational actors to
accomplish educational objectives according the
activities described in course plans. The checking part
refers to the evaluation of the (intermediate) course
results, and may cause the cycle to close by requiring
appropriate course plan adaptations.

To realise the infrastructure prototype, one single
model featuring the characteristics of both
educational models mentioned earlier is preferred
over two separate ones. In our view, the following so-
called project driven model fulfils this requirement
and is therefore used as a basis for the
implementation of the first prototype.

2.2. The organisation architecture of the
prototype

The organisation architecture of the early prototype,
shown in Figure 2-1, clearly indicates the underlying
project driven management model.
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Figure 2-1 The global architecture of the prototype

In Figure 2-1, we have detailed the planning part of
the project. The ‘tasks’ entity represents combined
educational activities of a course. The structure of the
entity offers the possibilities for breaking the work
down into composite task structures and including
associated leaf-tasks, which comprise information
resources required to accomplish a particular task.
The ‘teams’ entity enables the definition of team
structures. Team structures comprise sub-teams and
educational roles, they allow for structured resourcing
in project organisation. The ‘flows’ entity supports
the specification of the permissible patterns of
communication and information relations in respect
to resources or roles in a particular project. This entity
is considered useful to avoid message and
information overload during performance of a project.
Finally, the ‘project’ entity, which is the integrating
element, links the entity components as assignments.
It enables a planner to assign the teams to particular
tasks, to set time schedules and to define
authorisations (i.e. privileges) in respect to project
management.

Together with the ‘plan’ entity, the ‘do’ and ‘check’
entities represent the educational plan-do-check
process model [10]. The ‘do’ entity provides the
educational actors access to (authorised parts of) the
project plan in order to carry out activities aiming at
accomplishing the project objectives. The ‘check’
option provide access to (authorised parts of) the
project plan in order to evaluate (intermediate) project
outcomes.

2.3. First experiences with the prototype

The first prototype has been explored in respect to
two main questions:

1. Does the prototype provide a usable set of
functions for planning, performing and
evaluating courses in an efficient, effective and
satisfactory manner?

2. Does the logical ordering of the functions comply
to user requirements while working with
projects?

In a class on courseware design, learners who were
not familiar with the prototype were asked to evaluate
the prototype. These learners participated in a test to
implement a pre-specified course plan in the
prototype. Afterwards, they were asked to indicate
their general opinion, the usefulness, and the ease-of-
use regarding the prototype. Beside this
questionnaire, the duration of implementing the plan
was measured and this was compared to the
performance of an experienced prototype user.
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The results suggest that the prototype does not fully
meet the requirements of the actors. The prototyping
approach alone does not provide the means for a
systematic design of the intended infrastructure. The
prototype shows only one implementation model of
the structures of relations between education entities
and does not indicate generic models for
implementation. In our view, the identification of
alternative models of these structures in education
requires a complementary conceptual approach.

3. The educational model space

As expected, the models of the infrastructure depend
for a large part on the problem and modelling domain
context. The evaluation of the prototype described in
the previous section also has emphasised the need to
identify the type of the model, the scope of the
educational organisation under consideration and the
level of the modelling details. For this, the
educational model space presented in Figure 3-1 is
applied. Three dimensions mark this space, namely
the organisational dimension of the problem domain,
the ODP viewpoint dimension and the granularity
dimension of the modelling domain.
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course

course participant
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technology
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engineering
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all entities &
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Figure 3-1 The Educational Model Space

The first dimension involves the scope of the real-life
system under consideration, referred to as the
organisational abstraction. Since the infrastructure is
designed particularly for educational environments,
such levels of scope are represented as a University,
Faculties or Departments, Courses and Tasks.

The second dimension is concerned with ODP
Enterprise, Information, Computation, Engineering

and Technology Viewpoints. In this report, the focus
will be mainly on the Enterprise Viewpoint, however
some Information Viewpoint issues will also be
addressed. The ODP Enterprise Viewpoint provides
the common ground for collaboration between
educational science and computer science, among
others because no distinction is made between
‘system’ roles and activities (which can be
automated) and the ‘user’ roles and activities (which
have to be performed manually). As an ODP system,
the intended infrastructure is viewed as a community
constituted to the purpose of accomplishing
educational objectives. This community is described
in terms of roles, policies and activities for each of
the educational entities involved. In the sense of the
Enterprise Viewpoint, the roles, activities and policies
that are identified are considered essential from
educational or didactical point of view. The usability
of the ODP Enterprise Viewpoint has been studied in
more detail in [10].

The third dimension concerns the amount of details
involved in a particular model, referred to as the
representation abstraction. A particular granularity
level, for example, can include all the concepts and
their relations as identified in the project model
discussed earlier. The criterion for refining a
particular model will be based on expert evaluations
regarding the adequate capturing of the structural
relations of education. However, details that are
relevant does not only depend on the viewpoints
dimension, it also depend on the organisation
abstraction. An example of the latter will be given
when describing the contract between educational
entities belonging to different organisation
abstraction.

4. The Unified Modelling Language

In this section, we briefly indicate the purpose of
UML (Unified Modelling Language) and introduce
some important UML concepts that are used in the
educational enterprise model. Educational scientists
who have further interest in UML may take a look in
the UML homepage, which also contains references
to comprehensive introductions of UML [13].

4.1. The purpose of UML

In this work, we apply UML, which is an object
oriented modelling language for specifying,
visualizing, constructing and documenting (software
based) systems in general and business models in
particular. UML can be viewed as a successor of three
well-known object-modelling languages of Booch,
Jacobson and Rumbaugh, see for example [14, 15]
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and the literature cited therein. It unifies useful and
commonly accepted concepts that are often expressed
slightly differently in these languages.

The UML notation is especially suitable for our
modelling purposes. The visual representation of this
notation makes our educational enterprise models
derived within the educational model space more
accessible for both educational scientists and system
engineers. The modelling elements are moreover
sufficiently expressive, enabling both groups
mentioned previously to reason about the specified
models and collaborate by providing modelling input
in respect to their domain of expertise.

4.2. Basic UML concepts

In this section, some basic UML concepts are
described that supports our intention to capture the
invariance of the educational organisation as much as
possible. These concepts are association, composite
aggregation, shared aggregation, specialisation, and
association classes. These basic concepts are shown
in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Aggregations and associations between

classes

In Figure 4-1, a box represents a class, which is a set
of objects with similar structure, behaviour and
relations. Figure 4-1a shows associations between A,
B, C and D. An association in UML denotes a
relation (for example between objects) and is denoted
by a line in UML notation. For clarity, multiplicity in
associations will be omitted in most of the figures.

Figure 4-1b shows a case in which class A is a
composition of class B and class C, meaning that

class B and class C are genuine components of class
A.  This implies, among others, that deletion of an
instance of class A means deletion of the component
instances of class B and class C.  Moreover, instances
of class B and class C may not be shared by other
compositional aggregation instances other than that of
class A (or instances that contain the instance of class
A as a component). The compositional aggregation is
expressed by a black diamond symbol at the
association end (in Figure 4-1b pointing to class A).

Figure 4-1c shows a weaker aggregation form in
UML, namely a ‘shared aggregation’, and is visually
represented by an open diamond symbol. In this case,
deletion of an instance of class A does not necessarily
mean the deletion of the component instances of class
B and class C.  Moreover, instances of class B and
class C may be shared by shared aggregation
instances other than that of class A, e.g. be shared by
D.

Figure 4-1d illustrates the concept of specialization,
represented by a triangular symbol. Specialisation is
needed in the modelling of educational enterprises. In
education, for example, educational actors typically
have different roles, such as teacher’s, tutor’s, and
learner’s role. The concept of specialisation is
suitable to express the distinction between the
different roles.

Figure 4-1e shows the concept of ‘association class’,
which is an extension of the concept ‘association’.
This association has the property of a class. A line, as
is in the case of an association, symbolises it, but a
box is additionally attached to this line using a dashed
line. This box represents the class property of the
association class.

5. Enterprise models in education

In this section, the design trajectory for modelling the
educational information infrastructure is explained.
Based on a chosen reference point in the educational
model space (Section 3), an initial educational object
model will be discussed. This model will then be
refined in a stepwise manner yielding an Enterprise
model capturing structural educational relations that
are independent of the chosen didactic policy. In this
section, the names of objects and relations are kept in
compliance with the concepts introduced in Section 2.
The models are expressed in UML, which was
introduced in Section 4.

The chosen design decisions embody our modelling
purpose to capture invariant relations between
education entities as much as possible in object
models. It must be remarked that the object models
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do not only capture static structural relations
identified in the educational problem domain. These
models also capture invariance of the dynamics in
education, such as the nested plan, performance, and
evaluation activities in courses applying so-called
“open” didactic policy, where learners have a high
degree of freedom in planning and organizing parts of
their courses [10]. Though the followed modelling
approach gives the risks in defining models that are
possibly too rigid for very specific educational
processes, this approach improves clarity of the
models and exposes the weak and strong properties of
these models better. It also is expected that correct
procedures for dynamic educational information
processing can then be constructed more easily.
Further, the design decisions incorporate the so-called
task-oriented educational approach, where
educational tasks and their objectives play a central
role in education design (e.g. courseware design)
[16,17]. This latter originates from the educational
experience and course design preference of one of the
authors.

5.1. The reference point

First, an initial reference point in the educational
model space, discussed in Section 3, is selected to
define the educational modelling context. Though a
reference point is not immediately necessary for the
first model discussed in this section, an educational
context provides a better hook for examples. The
refined models, however, will need both the
modelling scope and problem domain context.

In accordance with the prototype, a Course has been
taken as the reference value at the organisational
dimension of the educational model space. Moreover,
the focus will be on the Enterprise models and the
granularity of details is selected at the component
level of the project model discussed in Section 2.
Further, the criterion for refining a particular model
will be based on the expert opinion of educational
researchers regarding the capturing of the
characteristics of tele-education processes.

5.2. The initial Enterprise model

The first Enterprise model, shown in Figure 5-1, is
independent of the choice of the reference point
mentioned earlier. The model shows an educational
entity class as a central entity (e.g. a Course in respect
to the previously chosen reference point).

e d u ca t io n a l
e n tity

c o lla b o ra t io n
c o n tra c t

d e le g a t io n
c o n tra c t

Figure 5-1 The initial Enterprise Model

The hierarchical relations

The model also exposes the relations of the central
entity with a higher level as well as lower level
entities in respect to the organisational dimension of
the educational model space. The relation is a
compositional aggregation with the class “Delegation
Contract” attached to it. In the Enterprise Viewpoint,
the combination of a compositional aggregation with
an association class is considered expressive in the
capturing of hierarchical relations as found in many
didactic models [1,3], for example in mastery
learning approaches. In these models, educational
entities are strongly coupled with their objectives and
are typically hierarchically decomposed in smaller
entities, each of them posses objectives derived from
the aggregating entity (e.g. derived learning goals of
course lessons). The association class as is applied
here elegantly justifies the relations of the course-
tasks in the course setting. In other learning
approaches (e.g. in thematic learning), these
dependence relation in the hierarchy is less
constrained. This hierarchical top-down and goal
directed structure is considered appropriate in
Enterprise models. Analogous structures are also
found in other fields and are often expressed in a
similar way, for example in Hospital Information
Systems [18].

Example:
A Course is a compositional aggregation of so-called
course tasks. These tasks are related to each other via
the association class “Delegation Contract” which for
example contain a strict ordering of tasks in the
context of a closed didactic policy or a partially
ordered task structure in the context of a more open
policy. This flexibility of support also allows for the
description of wide range didactic approaches, such
as the previously mentioned mastery and thematic
learning approaches.

Similarly, a course is an unshared part-of a Faculty,
which in turn is a department of a University and
which is given (possibly through negotiation) an
educational mission (expressible in a delegation
contract) by this university.

Complexity of a Delegation Contract depends for a
large part on the applied policies of the hierarchically
higher-level entities. At universities, some faculties
may demand complete micro planning of courses,
some others may only require course content lists and
learning objectives. Besides structures for course
descriptions or micro-plans, a delegation contract at
course level often contain structures for incorporating
policies for Learners’ Control (e.g. learners’
authorisation to plan, perform or evaluate a particular
educational task) or incorporate the Learning Control
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Tables themselves. These tables will control the
Privilege Tables of lower educational entities (i.e. the
sub-tasks and leaf-tasks which will be described later
in this section).

The collaboration relations

On the other hand, a top-down delegation from a
higher-level to a lower-level entity, such as the
Delegation Contract, is not sufficient in many
dynamic and collaborative educational environments.
Nowadays, Faculties start to collaborate with sister
faculties of other institutes and in tele-education
projects courses are organised between faculties of
different universities, but typically with maintaining
student administrations under local university regime.
To facilitate these dynamic inter-faculty
collaborations, the educational entity class has a self-
referring association with an association class
Collaboration Contract. This construction is also
found in other business models [19].

5.3. The refined task-oriented object model

As was mentioned earlier, the Enterprise models
discussed in this paper have been influenced by the
task-oriented educational approach. Accordingly,
course tasks have been modelled explicitly and take
an important place in these models. It has to be
remarked that the task-oriented approach does not
constraint the usability of the targeted infrastructure
for other types of educational approaches. Usability
of the infrastructure depends largely on the human
computer interfaces and on the implementation of the
dynamic processes.

assignmentassignmentparticipant-role
assignment

tool

team

sub-teamleaf team

role

participant

task

leaf tasksub-task

policy/
constraints

deliverableresource
privileges

educational entity

real
tool

real
deliverable

real
resource

resource assignment

inner entity domain

outer entity domain

delegation contract

Multiplicity notation applied:
= zero or more

Figure 5-2 Refined Educational Entity Model

Task hierarchy

Figure 5-2 shows a refinement of a part of the model
depicted in Figure 5-1. A course task, which is a
specialisation of the educational entity, is
hierarchically decomposed in sub-tasks. A leaf
element of such tree is called a leaf-task and has a
structure that exposes the educational resources (i.e.
task inputs), the deliverables (i.e. task outputs), and
the tools of this task. Tools represent the utilities and,
if appropriate, the logistical means of the problem
domain. In the educational domain, these are the
entities like class or meeting rooms, laboratories,
network interconnectivity, and computers).

The recursive way of modelling course tasks
complies with the different educational practices.
Especially open policy courses, in which task
decomposition and task classification (i.e. plan,
perform, evaluate types) are heavily intertwined [10],
will benefit from this recursive structure. During the
performance activities of these courses, for example,
course tasks will usually be decomposed further in
smaller units by the educational participants (e.g.
teachers and authorised learners as well).

The association class of the hierarchical relation is a
specialisation of the delegation contract described
earlier. If a subtask models a test activity in a course,
the association class may contain constraints like the
prohibition to assign resources to external learning
materials (i.e. a closed book examination), the leaf-
tasks may only be ordered sequentially, etc.  This
class may therefore be used to guide course planners
to detail the test in a way that the leaf-tasks of the test
preserve the test objectives.

The different didactic policies in education and the
dynamic property of educational processes in many
courses applying these policies have demanded an in-
depth study of invariance in educational relations to
be able to cope with the complexity of educational
organisation. The resulting models became
comprehensive, among others due to the use of
uniform task structures for all educational phases, i.e.
the planning, performance and evaluation phases
discussed earlier.

Remark 1:

In accordance with the role-participant relation, a
leaf-task has been decomposed (Figure 5-2) into a
collection of resources, tools and deliverables. In this
way, the model is a step closer to the Information
Viewpoint model. A more comprehensive alternative
at Enterprise level is the decomposition of a leaf-task
into sets of resources, tools or deliverables as shown
in Figure 5-3. Problem domain (i.e. real education
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world) resources, tools or deliverables like books,
design tools, exams are often shared by other leaf-
tasks of the modelled course or of other courses. The
aggregation is therefore shared (symbolised by a
white diamond). The white bullet symbols, moreover,
specify that some leaf-task may not require resources,
tools or deliverables.

too ls

lea f task

de liverablesresources

real
tool

real
de liverable

real
resource

M ultiplic ity notation applied:
=  zero or m ore
=  zero or one

Figure 5-3  An Enterprise level alternative of a leaf-task

Remark 2:

A (sub-)task may contain attributes and component
objects. For example, it may contain the objectives of
the task or other derived information such as roll-ups,
summary of (expected) results. These details are not
shown in Figure 5-2 due to the selected reference in
the educational model space (Figure 3-1).

Remark 3:

An association class to model a policy (or constraints
imposed by a policy) in a task hierarchy is suitable
for Enterprise Viewpoint models. These models are
typically oriented to capture problem domain (i.e.
education) objectives. Other ODP Viewpoint models
are however more implementation or process
oriented. Information Viewpoint models, which are
more destined for structuring information to enable
processing, for example, have to capture structures
that enable support of policing procedures or
protocols. In this respect, association classes between
a task and its child leaf-tasks of Enterprise models
may be transformed to compositional aggregations in
Information models that describe graphs of the leaf-
tasks and their inter task relations, e.g. leaf-tasks
scheduling (or scheduling constraints), see also
Figure 5-4 and Section 6. In this transformation, task-
to-leaf-tasks associations have to be conformably
implemented in inter leaf-tasks relations.

task

leaf
task

task–leaftask
constraints

task

inter leaf tasks
relations

leaf
task

objective oriented
structure

process oriented
structure

Multiplicity notation applied:
= zero or more

Figure 5-4  An association class conversion

Remark 4:

As was mentioned earlier, this paper does not detail
the object models further. That is, the object attributes
and methods, which represent the information
structures and processes associated to the object, will
not be specified. For this, one may apply detailed
specifications of educational information structures
and processes that can be found in the literature, e.g.
[20].

Tasks and roles

As in many other business organisations, tasks are
associated to teams or roles in a homomorphic way.
In the planning or performance activities (possibly
during course lessons), planners typically assign tasks
to teams or individual learners who have to fulfil
specific roles. Therefore, teams and roles are
organised in a homomorphic way to the task
hierarchy. A homomorphism is expected to be
sufficiently flexible. Planners may assign the same
tasks to different teams, which is useful in case a
large number of learner participants is enrolled for the
course. In the task-oriented educational approach, the
task hierarchical structure also determines the team
structure. In the figure, the dashed arrow expresses
this homomorphy. These homomorphic structures
will guide educational planners to organize the teams
and roles (e.g. learners groups, tutors and lecturers) in
accordance with the goal directed tasks and task
structures, or vice-versa.

Roles that are homomorphically associated to a leaf-
task may have constrained access to the task
components. This is modelled by the Privileges,
which determines the denial or the types of access of
the role on the task component. Privileges may be
defined in terms like rights to “use”, “re-plan”, and
“extend” tasks. These privileges are therefore derived
from the delegation contract.
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5.4. The problem domain entities of the model

Opposed to the modelling domain entities that in our
case represent the educational modelling concepts
like tasks and teams described in the previous section,
problem domain entities represent the teachers, the
enrolled learners, the books or web-pages used in
courses. These so-called outer entities of the model
complement the inner (i.e. educational modelling)
entities as they provide the necessary hooks to enable
instantiation of the model onto real education cases,
e.g. a specific course in a specific course year.

Participants and roles

In turn, teams and roles will be assigned to the
educational participants (e.g. the learners enrolled for
a course in a particular year and the registered tutors
or teachers). A many-to-many association has been
used to express the relation between the role and
participant classes (Figure 5-2). This multiplicity
enables participants to be responsible for several roles
and on the other hand, it enables use of shared roles
in collaborative work oriented courses. An
association class between the two classes makes re-
assignment of roles to other participants also possible,
for example, in case of re-planning on the fly during
performance of courses applying open policies.

In contrast to common practice in business and
organisation modelling, this separation between roles
and participants has not been widely used in
education. Possibly this dues to today’s practice
where teachers combine their roles as planners,
teaching performers, evaluators and also often as
course designers. The separation as proposed here
will make educational systems more flexible and
reusable. Therefore, this can be viewed as a result of
applying ODP for educational science.

Problem domain entities and task components

In analogy to the modelling of roles and participants,
problem domain entities, in particular, real education
resources, tools and deliverables have to be associated
(i.e. assigned) to the aggregated components of a leaf-
task. These associations are also many-to-many,
association classes are accordingly used to specify
them.

As was mentioned earlier, tools in our model may
also represent logistic means, for example, a
laboratory to do experiments. Reservation of the
laboratory and the needed equipment can be modelled
via the Tool Assignment class shown in Figure 5-2.

6. Assignments

By their role, course planners (or designers) have the
responsibility to specify and plan the course.
Optionally in a hierarchical way, these roles may
execute their responsibility or delegate (part of) the
role to other course participants by appointing some
of them to become planners (of part) of the course.
Additionally, planner roles have to assign the
instances of the earlier mentioned outer entities to the
instances of the specified inner entities (Figure 6-1).
For example, after defining teams (resp. sub-teams)
and (sub)team missions, these roles have to assign
also the enrolled learners (or, if appropriate, also
teachers, tutors, etc.) to these teams. Depending on
the applied didactic policy and the followed
educational approach (e.g. a mastery learning
approach), resources, tools and deliverables may also
be assigned by the same planner role, see also Figure
5-2.

Team

Tasks

Flows

problem domain (/outer) concepts
& instantiations

Assignments

Jan
Peter

www.yahoo.com

Thinking in Java

modelling domain (/inner) concepts

Figure 6-1  Making the connections between educational

entities and instances

Assignment is therefore the making of the
connections between the educational instances
specified in the educational information infrastructure
in respect of the planned course. The patterns of the
specification and assignment procedures depend on
the earlier mentioned didactical policy and the
educational approach followed by the course
participants (which include the course designers or
planners).

The usability of the infrastructure depends largely on
the human computer interfaces and the implemented
data flow diagrams which determines the flexibility
and the richness to perform the so-called assignments
using patterns suitable for a diversity of educational
approaches.

In the second version prototype, the developed
interfaces for assignments and course specification
only focus on addressing a task oriented type of
educational approach, in particular, the interfaces is
meant to provide the infrastructure designer to
validate the prototype. The prototype is object based
and is implemented as a web-based application using
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Active Server Pages and a relational database
constructed using MS Access. The left and right
columns in Figure 6-2 illustrate a task hierarchy, in
which an indented task represents a sub-task. For
example, the task “Assignment 1” comprises of six
sub-tasks and subtask “Study ABC tool”, in turn,
comprises of the child tasks “Study tool manual” and
“Make examples”. The figure represents an activity
flow window which enables a course tutor-planner (or
designer) to specify the possible follow-ups of tasks
(e.g. illustrated by the arrows) by clicking the
appropriate radio and connectivity (symbolized by
“<>”) buttons.

Figure 6-2  Activity flow represents tasks follow-ups

Some simplifications have been made in the
prototype. Tasks and teams have been implemented
in one relational table, therefore the prototype only
able to support isomorphic team and task structures.
That is, a task may only be assigned to one team.
Moreover, real resources, tools and deliverables have
been implemented by tables containing attributes, to
specify a textual description and a string reference,
e.g. a URL reference is not launchable. For a further
elaboration of the prototype, one may apply
information structures and processes developed by
other educational projects, e.g. [20]. In this prototype,
privileges, in particular the inheritance mechanisms
for the problem domain, is also a subject for further
study. The following figures illustrate the
assignments supported by the prototype.

7. Conclusions and future work

This report described the outcomes of an exercise for
the modelling of an educational infrastructure that
aims to support the organisation of teaching and
learning activities. The conceptual modelling part of
this exercise has been performed in the first phase of
the Idylle project. Moreover, this exercise has been
carried out in a multi-disciplinary collaboration in
which ODP Enterprise Viewpoint and UML have
shown their value in bridging the conceptual gap

between educational scientists and computer science
engineers. Nonetheless, feedback provided by the
developed prototype has been a complementary
necessity, especially to validate the perception of the
developed models by the researchers of the different
disciplines.

The richness and especially the diversity of
educational approaches and models make the
modelling of an infrastructure that generically has the
ability to support educational processes no matter
what the applied didactic policy is is very complex. In
fact, this complexity has triggered the capturing of
invariance in educational relations, resulting in
recursive structures that do not only support the
hierarchical structure of a typical educational entity,
these structures are also uniformly applicable in
respect to the educational plan-do-check model. This
enable an infrastructure support for intertwined
activities of planning, performance, and evaluation
type that are typically not consecutive in open
didactic policies. The complexity has also encouraged
analytic deduction yielding the separation between
roles and educational participants. The developed
models will therefore provide a better basis for
reusability of designed courses and make the
infrastructure more flexible.

The Enterprise Viewpoint has been used for its
emphasis on justification purposes which provide a
better assurance that hierarchically decomposed
education entities as a whole fulfils the educational
objectives of the aggregation, a property necessary in
many educational environments in general or didactic
models in particular. However, these Enterprise
models are not directly suitable for implementation of
the targeted infrastructure. Further work therefore
need to concentrate on the derivation of advanced
Information Viewpoint models that are more suitable
for processing of information related to educational
organisation. The leaf-task structure is in further
elaboration and the contracts need to be transformed
to educational resource authorisations in the leaf-
tasks. The dynamic models of the infrastructure, in
alignment with the Information Viewpoint object
models, will also be needed as well as the
Information models that fully implements the
complete plan-do-check model.

Educational courses have proven to be highly
dynamic organisations. Expressing and explaining the
capturing of invariant relations of dynamic enterprises
is also one of the major challenges faced in many
business environments. It is therefore believed that
the results reported in this report provide useful
feedback concerning the modelling of the dynamics
in business enterprises as well.
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